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Atomic partial charges are parameters of key importance in the simulation of Metal-Organic
Frameworks (MOFs), since Coulombic interactions decrease with the distance more slowly than
van der Waals interactions. But despite its relevance, there is no method to unambiguously assign
charges to each atom, since atomic charges are not quantum observables. There are several methods
that allow the calculation of atomic charges, most of them starting from the wavefunction or the
electronic density or the system, as obtained with quantum mechanical calculations. In this work,
we describe the most common methods employed to calculate atomic charges in MOFs. In order to
show the influence that even small variations of structure have on atomic charges, we present the
results that we obtained for DMOF-1. We also discuss the effect that small variations of atomic
charges have on the predicted structural properties IRMOF-1.
I. INTRODUCTION
Metal-Organic Frameworks have emerged as front-edge
materials, due to their potential impact on several types
of applications, mainly those based on adsorption and
separation (such as hydrogen storage [1], methane and
carbon dioxide capture [2, 3], or hydrocarbon [4] and en-
antiomeric separation [4, 5]). Unlike traditional nano-
porous solids, i.e. zeolites, carbons, and clays, MOFs do
not only exhibit enormous surface areas (beyond 5000
m2 g−1), but also a huge structural and compositional
diversity, resulting from the large amount of research car-
ried out, which has recently reached over 2000 scientific
papers by year. Obviously, it is very expensive and time
consuming to carry out experimental studies on several
different materials. But computer modelling is a useful
tool, which can help guiding the experimental search into
new and potentially interesting materials. It is possible,
for example, to use computer simulations to devise viable
routes for materials selection, via large screenings [6, 7].
Computer simulations can also provide a platform for
understanding the material behavior at an atomic scale,
which often leads to application-tailored materials design
[8, 9].
Since the study of adsorption, separation and diffusion
related phenomena involves the explicit consideration of
hundreds, or even thousands of atoms (particularly in
structures with large unit cells, such as MOFs) classical
simulation methods are the first choice [10, 11]. It is
worth noting that recently, quantum mechanics-based
calculations have emerged as valuable tools in this field
[12, 13], but in MOFs their computational cost still pre-
cludes its use for screenings of a larger number of materi-
als, for the calculation of adsorption isotherms, diffusion
of complex molecules, or the study of systems in which
entropic effects are relevant, etc. In atomistic classical
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simulations the energy of the system can be written as:
E = Ebonding + Enon-bonding (1)
where Ebonding involves contributions directly related to
bonded atoms, and are described by the sum of bond,
angles and dihedral terms, while Enon-bonding includes
the interactions between non- bonded atoms and has the
form:
Enon-bonding = Evan der Waals + Ecoulombic (2)
The van der Waals interactions are usually described
by the typical 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential:
ELJij = 4ij
[(
σij
rij
)12
−
(
σij
rij
)6]
(3)
where  is the energy at the minimum and σ is the dis-
tance at which the energy is zero. The Coulombic inter-
actions are calculated as follows:
Ecoulombicij =
1
4pi0
qiqj
rij
(4)
where rij is the distance between atoms i and j, qi and
qj are the corresponding atomic partial charges and ke =
1/4pi0 is the Coulomb’s constant.
The parameters used for the calculation of bonded and
van der Waals interactions are usually taken from generic
force fields, such as Dreiding [14], UFF [15], OPLS [16],
TraPPE [17–20] or AMBER [21]. Lennard–Jones van
der Waals interactions between different atoms are com-
puted using the Lorentz-Berthelot [22] or the Jorgensen
mixing rules [23]. When specific molecules force fields
are used for modelling adsorbates, the atomic charges
are usually taken from the force field used. In a num-
ber of cases, however, using the generic or specific force
fields the experimental adsorption data are not repro-
duced, and hence transferable force field parameteriza-
tion is required, via fitting of parameters to reproduce
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2experimental data [24, 25] or via fitting to reproduce ab-
initio surface energies [26–28]. The parameters that de-
scribe the van der Waals interactions and the interac-
tions between bonded atoms are usually employed dir-
ectly as taken from the generic force fields. But the
atomic charges need to be calculated for each material.
Since the atomic charges arise from the electronic dens-
ity of the solids, even small chemical differences between
related MOFs lead to differences in the charges, as was
recently shown for functionalized imidazolates [29].
For the computation of the intermolecular interactions
(MOF-adsorbate and adsorbate–adsorbate interactions),
which control adsorption, diffusion and separation pro-
cesses, it is important to keep in mind that they are of
non-bonded nature, and consequently their correct de-
scription depends on achieving a balance between van
der Waals and Coulombic contributions [30]. This im-
plies that, if a generic force field is used, it is necessary
to use charges that would be not very different from those
employed during the parameterisation of the force field.
For example, the parameters of the van der Waals inter-
actions in the Dreiding and UFF force fields were fitted
employing Gasteiger [31] and QEq charges [32], respect-
ively. This seems to be one of the main reasons why
calculated and experimental data do not agree, when
generic force fields largely fail to model intermolecular
interactions. As illustration, Babarao et al. [33] found
that a good agreement with experimental CO2 isotherms
in ZIF-68 was obtained when ChelpG or Mulliken charges
were used in conjunction with the Dreiding force field.
The effect of the choice of the atomic charges on com-
puting adsorption and diffusion properties of MOFs has
been a topic of increasing attention. A few years ago,
Walton et al. [34] showed that the inclusion of the elec-
trostatic interactions between adsorbate molecules and
the framework was crucial in reproducing the step-like
adsorption of CO2 in IRMOF-1. Watanabe et al. [30]
showed that even quadrupolar molecules, such as CO2,
can interact very distinctly with MOFs, being the elec-
trostatic interaction more or less relevant than the van
der Waals interactions, depending on the atomic charges
employed. They found that the influence of the charges
on the adsorption properties is very material dependent,
i.e. for some materials we observe the same adsorption
behavior, for a wide range of atomic charges, but for other
materials, slight changes in atomic charges produce large
changes in the adsorption properties. They computed
CO2 adsorption isotherms up to 0.1 bar in IRMOF-1,
ZIF-8, ZIF-90, and Zn(nicotinate)2, employing charges
calculated by the REPEAT, DDEC, Hirshfeld and CBAC
methods, and also without considering charges. These
methods exhibit significant differences in the values of the
charges that they predict, e.g. Zn charges calculated with
the mentioned methods in IRMOF-1 are 1.2787, 1.2149,
0.4229 and 1.5955, respectively. However, the adsorption
isotherms are very similar in Zn(nicotinate)2, less similar
in IRMOF-1 and ZIF-8 and very different in ZIF-90.
In a study with 20 different MOFs with different to-
pologies, pore sizes, and chemical characteristics, it was
found that the guest–framework electrostatic interaction
can account for 10–40% of the CO2 uptake at very low
pressure, and these values decrease at least by factor of 4
at high pressures, where guest–guest interactions domin-
ate [35]. Sevillano et al. [29] used three sets of framework
charges, changing in a range of 30% of their values, to ex-
amine its effect on the adsorption of CO2 in ten ZIFs of
different functionalities, and found that, while adsorption
heats are almost the same for ZIF-8 and small differences
are observed for ZIF-96, the effect of varying framework
charges on ZIF-3, -7, -93 and -97 is large. The hydro-
phobic character of ZIF-8 seems to be responsible for the
negligible effect that the choice of charges has on the
values of CO2 adsorption heats, which is supported by
the results of Zhang et al. [36], who found that simu-
lated methanol adsorption in ZIF-8 is not affected by the
framework charges.
When modelling water in MOFs, the choice of the
charges is much more relevant. Castillo et al. [37] stud-
ied water adsorption in HKUST, and found that, in or-
der to reproduce the experimental adsorption isotherms
in the low pressure range, the ab-initio derived frame-
work charges needed to be scaled up by 25 %. And Salles
et al. [38] studied the adsorption in the hydrophobic MIL-
47, finding that the previously used ab-initio charges for
modelling CO2 adsorption needed to be scaled down by
30%, in order to reproduce water adsorption behaviour.
The influence of the MOF framework charges on mo-
lecular diffusion has been a topic of less research. The cal-
culated self-diffusion coefficients for CO2 in ZIF-8 using
charges obtained with the CBAC, REPEAT, and DDEC,
and ESP methods show significant differences [39]. The
latter set of charges provides results in good agreement
with experimental values, but the other three sets overes-
timate the diffusion coefficient between 1.5 and 20 times.
Liu and Zhong [40] used a different set of charges (as well
as different Lennard-Jones potentials), and the calculated
self- diffusion coefficient of CO2 in ZIF-8 was two times
larger than in the previous cited work. Since in a num-
ber of MOFs the proper choice of the framework charges
is of key importance to model correctly the adsorption
and diffusion behaviour, it is natural that the simula-
tion of molecular separation would be also markedly in-
fluenced by the electrostatic interactions. For instance,
the simulated CO2/CH4 selectivity in HKUST shows re-
verse behaviors when charges are not considered at all
than when there is a fully account of both host-guest
and guest-guest electrostatic interactions [41]. For quad-
rupolar molecules, such as CO2 and N2, it has been ob-
served that the atomic charges produce an electric field
inside the nanopores that largely enhances the selectivity
due to the difference in quadrupole moments [42].
In the following section we will present a brief descrip-
tion of the most used methods for calculating atomic
charges in MOFs, referring the reader to the relevant
references for a more in-depth description. Then, we will
present the results of the calculations we have carried
3out, to illustrate the influence of the structure on the
charge calculation of DMOF-1. We will also show how
the different sets of framework charges predict different
thermal behaviors of IRMOF-1.
II. METHODS FOR CALCULATING ATOMIC
CHARGES IN MOFS
There are several methods with which to calculate
atomic charges. They are always developed with the aim
of providing the most realistic description of the system.
But we have to take into account the fact that atomic
charges are not quantum observables. Electron density
can be easily calculated and studied, but, there are no op-
erators to unambiguously determine the charges associ-
ated to each atom. This makes the calculation of charges
almost a matter of choice. Nevertheless, there are sev-
eral methods that can provide atomic charges which can
be used to model porous materials with reasonable ac-
curacy. We will describe the most widely used methods
to calculate atomic charges, employing quantum mech-
anical calculations. Methods a) and b) are based on the
population analysis of the wavefunction, methods c), d),
e), and f) are based on the partition of the electron dens-
ity, methods g), h), and i) are based on the fitting of the
electrostatic potential around the molecule, and methods
i) and j) are semiempirical approaches, the first based on
electronegativity equalisation and the other on bond con-
nection sequences.
A. Mulliken Charges
Mulliken charges are obtained from the Mulliken Pop-
ulation Analysis [43]. The first step in the calculation
of these charges is to obtain the wavefunction. Like in
other methods, the partial charge of atom A (qA) can be
calculated as:
qA = ZA −
∫
VA
ρA(r)dr (5)
where ZA is the charge of the positively charge atom core,
and ρA(r) is the electron density surrounding the core,
associated to that atom. This seemingly simple equa-
tion becomes very complex when we want to know which
part of the total electron density (which can be easily
calculated with any quantum mechanical calculation) is
associated to that particular atom. And here is where
each method makes a different choice. In the Mulliken
method the charge is calculated as:
qA = ZA −GA (6)
where GA is the gross atom population for atom A, which
is calculated as the sum of the population of all orbitals
belonging to atom A. The population matrix is construc-
ted by assigning half the electron density to each of the
two atoms that share electrons in a bond, regardless of
the electronegativity of the atoms.
Mulliken charges have been widely used, mainly due to
the simplicity and computational speed with which they
can be obtained. For these reason they have been widely
used in MOFs [44–53]. There are two main problems with
the Mulliken charges. Firstly, they are very dependent on
the molecular geometry and the basis set, so that small
changes in either the geometry or the basis sets give rise
to large differences in the calculated charges [54]. And
secondly, they do not provide a good description of the
degree of covalency in bonds.
B. Natural Population Analysis charges
In order to overcome the problems associated with the
Mulliken method, Reed et al. [55] developed the Natural
Population Analysis (NPA). NPA charges are calculated
using a set of orthonormal orbitals called natural atomic
orbitals (NAOs), which are generated from the atomic
orbitals that form the basis set. NAOs are used to cal-
culate another set of orthonormal orbitals, called natural
bond orbitals (NBOs), which are then used to perform
the population analysis that provides the NPA charges.
NPA charges usually provide charges that are not very
dependent on the molecular conformation or the basis
set, but they have not been developed to be calculated
on periodic systems, so that the cluster approach (see sec-
tion g) must be used if the charges of a periodic system
need to be calculated. That is one of the main reasons
why they have not been used often in the study of MOFs.
Nevertheless there are some studies in which they have
been used [29, 52, 56, 57].
C. Bader charges
These charges are calculated using Bader’s atoms-in-
molecules (AIM) theory. In this theory it is possible to
partition the electron density and assign the density to
each atom, by analysing the gradient and the Laplacian
of the electron density. The electron density must be ob-
tained first, using any quantum mechanical method (HF,
post-HF, DFT, etc.). Once we have the electron density,
we look for critical points in the middle of each bond,
which are the points along the line between two atoms at
which the electron density is minimal. From that point a
surface is created by moving along the direction given by
the gradient vector (that points to the direction of fast-
est electron density decrease). This gradient vector will
creates a surface that encloses a certain volume, which
will be the volume associated to the atom enclosed. The
integral of the electron density within that volume will
provide the negative charge of the atom, and the partial
charge is the atom can be calculated just by subtracting
that negative charge to the positive charge of the nucleus.
4Despite being useful to provide atomic partial charges,
this method has been more frequently used to get inform-
ation about the changes on the electron density that take
place upon adsorption [58] or the differences in electron
density when the metals sites of MOFs are changed [59].
Direct use of Bader charges in MOFs is not found very
often [58, 60–64].
D. Density Derived Electrostatic and Chemical
(DDEC) charges
This method (developed by Manz and Sholl [65]),
is based on the atoms-in-molecules method described
above, but there are two main differences: it is designed
to incorporate spherical averaging to minimise atomic
multipole magnitudes (in order to get a better descrip-
tion of the electrostatic potential) and it uses reference
ion densities to enhance the transferability and chemical
meaning of the charges.
These charges are better suited to model porous mater-
ials than Bader charges, because the latter do not give
a correct description of the electrostatic potential (be-
cause they predict too large atomic multipole moments
[66]). This method has been used to study the adsorption
of water in Cu-BTC [67], N2/CO2 separation in a large
number of MOFs [68], CO2/CH4, CO2/N2 and H2/CO2
separations in several MOFs [69] and separation in Zr-
Based MOFs [70].
E. Hirshfeld charges
In the Hirshfeld method [71] the population of each
atom is calculated by assuming that the charge density
at each point is shared among the surrounding atoms in
direct proportion to their free-atom densities at the cor-
responding distances from the nuclei. There have been
several improvements upon the original Hirshfeld scheme,
such as the Iterative Hirshfeld [72] method (HI), Frac-
tional Occupation Hirshfeld-I method (FOHI-D) [73],
and the Extended Hirshfeld method (HE) [74], which has
been proved to provide good results for periodic materials
[75]. Hirshfeld charges has been used for the development
of MIL-53(Al) force field [76] and modelling functional-
izing effects in MIL-47 [77], among other works.
F. Charge Model 5 (CM5) charges
This method was developed by Marenich et al. [78]
and it uses the charges obtained from a Hirshfeld popu-
lation analysis (of a wavefunction obtained with density
functional calculations) as a starting point. The charges
are then varied, using a set of parameters derived by fit-
ting to reference values of the gas-phase dipole moments
of 614 molecular structures. CM5 charges have been
successfully used to study hydrocarbon separation [79]
and N2/CH4 separation in MOF-74 with various types
of metal atoms [80]. These charges can also be used to
study the hydration of molecules in aqueous solutions,
obtaining the best results when the charges are scaled by
the factor 1.27 [81].
One drawback of this method is that it is implemented
as a script that uses the output from the Gaussian09 code
as the input for calculating the charges. This means that
only non-periodic systems can be studied, and the calcu-
lation of charges of periodic systems must be performed
making use of the cluster approach, which is explained
in the following method.
G. Electrostatic Potential (ESP) derived charges
The first step is the calculation of the electrostatic
potential around the molecule of interest, using any
quantum mechanical method. Once this potential is
known for each point of space, a set of initial atomic
charges is assigned to each atom. With these initial
charges, the potential on a grid of points placed in a
surface around the molecule is calculated, and an iter-
ative method is followed with which to fit the atomic
partial charges that minimise the difference between the
quantum mechanical ESP and the one calculated with
the atomic partial charges. There are various meth-
ods to calculate ESP charges (differing in the choice of
the points at which to calculate the potential), such as
CHELPG (CHarges from Electrostatic Potentials using
a Grid- based method [82]) and Merz-Kollman [83]. The
main drawback of these methods is that they allow the
calculation of charges for non-periodic systems. For crys-
tals these methods cannot be applied, since the electro-
scatic potential in periodic systems is not uniquely de-
termined, because there is a constant shift at each point
of space. This problem has been circumvented by us-
ing the so-called cluster approach (see Figure 1). This
approach consists in using a cluster model of the crys-
tal, i.e. cutting a piece of crystal bulk, in the hope that
the ESP derived charges for this cluster model will be
the same than for the bulk. This approximation works
better for larger clusters, so usually the charges are cal-
culated for clusters of different sizes, until convergence is
achieved. There is another drawback for these methods,
which is the fact that when the crystal is cut to create
the cluster model, there will be several bonds cleaved,
leaving dangling bonds.
They are usually saturated with H atoms or with
methyl groups. But these species are not part of the
original crystal, and they might have an influence on the
fitted charges. Nevertheless, ESP derived charges, have
been the most widely used methods to obtain atomic
partial charges, with large success in modelling MOFs
[44, 52, 76, 84–91]. Only in the last few years they have
been gradually replaced by other methods better suited
for studying periodic systems.
5Figure 1. Top) Ball and stick representation of the atoms of
the unit cell of DMOF-1 (Zn, O, N, C, and H atoms are rep-
resented as light blue, red, dark blue, grey and white atoms
respectively). Middle) Cluster created by cutting directly a
piece of framework. This cluster cannot be used to model
the environment of the BDC ligand and calculate its charges,
since there are cleaved bonds that will have very different elec-
tronic structures than in the bulk structure. Bottom) Same
cluster shown in b), although the cleaved bonds have been
saturated with H atoms in order to achieve electronic struc-
tures in the terminal N and C atoms that are similar to those
in the crystal structure.
H. Repeating Electrostatic Potential Extracted
Atomic (REPEAT) charges
This method is similar to the ESP based methods de-
scribed above. It was developed by Campana´ et al. [92],
with the aim of solving the problems that ESP meth-
ods presented in the study of periodic systems. The key
point is the introduction of an error functional which acts
on the relative differences of the potential and not on
its absolute values. For non-periodic systems the RE-
PEAT method provides charges that are very similar
to those obtained with the CHELPG method, and for
periodic systems the charges it provides are chemically
sound. Another advantage of REPEAT charges is that
is predicts similar charges when different codes (such as
CPMD, VASP or SIESTA) are employed. This method
is becoming very popular to model MOFs [70, 93–97].
I. Density Derived Atomic Point (DDAP) charges
This method was developed by Blchl [98]. It is based
on the use of plane-waves to calculate the density of a
molecule. Atom-centered Gaussians are used to decouple
the density of the molecule (or each portion of the struc-
ture) from its periodic images, and the Ewald summation
is used to calculate their interaction energy. Finally, the
charge density is modelled with a set of atomic point
charges. Although these charges can be used to study
MOFs, its main used has been in the study of ionic li-
quids [99–101].
J. Extended Charge Equilibration (EQEq) charges
This method is based on the Charge Equilibration
(QEq) method of Rappe and WA [32]. In the QEq
method the charges are calculated using a set of exper-
imental data, namely atomic ionisation potentials, elec-
tron affinities, and atomic radii, with which an atomic
chemical potential is obtained (taking also into account
shielded electrostatic interactions between all the atomic
charges). These charges are iteratively changed, until
the equilibrium is found, when the chemical potentials
are equal in all atoms. The EQEq method [102] uses less
fitting parameters, while maintaining the accuracy. One
important aspect in the charge equilibration methods is
that they do not require the calculation of wavefunction
of electron densities; the only data needed are the pos-
itions of the atoms and their atomic number. For this
reason, these are the fastest methods in terms of compu-
tation time, which makes them very useful for perform-
ing screenings of a large number of materials [102–104].
Recent reparametrisations of the Qeq method have been
carried out by Haldoupis et al. [68] and by Kadantsev
et al. [105].
6K. Connectivity-based atom contribution (CBAC)
charges
In this method (developed by Xu and Zhong [106])
there is no need to perform quantum calculations, as
happened in the EQEq method. The basis of this method
was the assumption that atoms with same bonding con-
nectivity have identical charges in different MOFs. They
first obtained the charges of a set of 30 MOFs, using
the ChelpG method (with the cluster approach) from
the electron density calculated with unrestricted B3LYP
calculations. The basis set employed is LANL2DZ for
the metal atoms and 6-31+G* for the rest. The aver-
age charges for similar atoms were calculated and tab-
ulated. It is therefore possible to obtain the charges of
any MOFs, as long as it has the same types of atoms that
were studied in the set of 30 MOFs (plus 16 COFs with
which the database was subsequently expanded [107]).
There is one small drawback associated with the wide
range of MOFs that can be studied with this method,
which is that in some cases the structures are not charge
neutral. Nevertheless, it is very easy to calculate charges
with this method, and they usually provide good results,
so they are frequently used to model adsorption in MOFs
[108, 109].
III. LEARNING FROM TWO EXAMPLES
Here we show two examples chosen to illustrate two dif-
ferent aspects related to the charges, i.e. (a) influence of
the framework geometries on the calculated charges and
(b) influence of the chosen charges on structural proper-
ties, namely the negative thermal expansion of IRMOF-1.
A. Influence of the framework geometries on the
calculated charges
We have calculated atomic charges of DMOF-1, which
exhibits breathing-like flexibility [110]. The dabco pillars
are disordered along the fourfold crystallographic axis.
Such disorder precludes the direct use of the structure for
calculating the charges, due to the atoms overlap. Thus,
the reported crystal structure in the I4/mcm (# 140)
space group needs to be fixed for its description without
symmetry (using a P1 space group). The obtained P1
structure has a number of constrained bonds that can
be relaxed using a generic force field (we employed the
UFF force field in our case). This structure is labelled
as DMOF-1-ini. We have labelled as DMOF-1-opti1 the
structure after an optimisation has been carried out at
the DFT-D level, with the VASP code [111, 112]. The
dabco unit has a complex structure and their atoms in
the DMOF-1-ini structure are slightly disordered, the op-
timisation leads to a configuration with a relatively high
energy. For that reason, we carried out an additional op-
timisation, in which we first adjusted the symmetry of
the system, and then we reoptimise it with VASP. We
called this third structure DMOF-1-opti2. All the VASP
calculations are carried out employing the PAW poten-
tials [113], with the PBE exchange-correlation functional
[114], and a cut-off energy of 500 eV. Due to the large
sizes of the unit cells (a = 15.0630 A˚and c = 19.2470
A˚) only the gamma point was used. The framework of
DMOF-1 is shown in Figure ??a, while the atom labels
used for reporting the charges are shown in Figure 2.
The calculations with the VASP code permit the cal-
culation of the REPAT and Bader charges, for which we
use the codes provided by Campana´ et al. [92] and Tang
et al. [115] respectively. We also calculated the Mul-
liken and DDAP charges for the same structures, using
the cp2k code [116] and the PBE exchange-correlation
functional. Finally, we also calculated the EQeq charges,
with the code provided by Wilmer et al. [103]. We re-
port, in Table I, the range of variation of the charges
of the C3 atom, for the three studied structures. We
can see that, overall, the values of the calculated charges
vary in a very wide range. For a given structure, each
method provides different charges, ranging for instance
the charge of the C3 atom, in the DMOF-1-ini structure,
from −0.299 to +0.128 when calculated with the RE-
PEAT method, while when the DDAP method is used
the range of variation goes from +0.224 to 0.240. This
is not surprising, since we have mentioned the intrinsic
subjectivity associated to the process of assigning the
electronic density to each atom. The smaller range of
variation is observed for the Mulliken method, while the
Bader charges are the ones that show a larger range of
variation. A similar behavior is observed for the Zn and
H2 atoms, as can be seen in Tables II and III. The tables
with the charges of the rest of the atoms are presen-
ted in the Supporting Information. The large range of
variation of the charges in structures DMOF-1-ini and
DMOF-opti1 indicates that the obtained charges will not
be able to be used in force field-based simulations, since
atoms that should have the same chemical behavior are
predicted to have very different charges. It is worth noti-
cing that three of the methods (Bader, DDAP and EQeq)
predicted a negative charge for the H2 hydrogen atom
(see Table III).
Table I. Range of variation of the atomic partial charges for
atom C3, calculated for the structures DMOF-1-ini, DMOF-
1-opti1 and DMOF-1-opti2, using 5 different methods, namely
REPEAT, Bader, Mulliken, DDAP, and EQeq.
Method DMOF-1-ini DMOF-1-opti1 DMOF-1-opti2
REPEAT -0.299; 0.128 -0.573; 0.308 -0.363; 0.137
Bader -0.03; 0.443 0.176; 0.543 0.187; 0.598
Mulliken -0.052; -0.049 -0.052; -0.042 -0.040; -0.036
DDAP 0.224; 0.240 0.148; 0.233 0.194; 0.223
EQeq -0.119; 0.093 0.098; 0.161 -0.047; -0.033
We have discussed the influence of the method for
calculating charges, but even more interesting is the
influence that the geometry of the framework has on
7Figure 2. Atom labels of DMOF-1 (see Tables 1, 2, and 3 for charges associated to the C3, Zn, and H2 atoms respectively).
Table II. Range of variation of the atomic partial charges for
atom Zn, calculated for the structures DMOF-1-ini, DMOF-1-
opti1 and DMOF-1-opti2, using 5 different methods, namely
REPEAT, Bader, Mulliken, DDAP, and EQeq.
Method DMOF-1-ini DMOF-1-opti1 DMOF-1-opti2
REPEAT 0.962; 0.968 0.881; 0.926 0.920; 0.922
Bader 1.251; 1.269 1.258; 1.285 1.074; 1.082
Mulliken 0.516; 0.519 0.502; 0.505 0.565; 0.568
DDAP 0.855; 0.856 0.810; 0.831 0.806; 0.809
EQeq 1.092; 1.143 1.072; 1.144 1.131; 1.132
Table III. Range of variation of the atomic partial charges for
atom H2, calculated for the structures DMOF-1-ini, DMOF-
1-opti1 and DMOF-1-opti2, using 5 different methods, namely
REPEAT, Bader, Mulliken, DDAP, and EQeq.
Method DMOF-1-ini DMOF-1-opti1 DMOF-1-opti2
REPEAT 0.048; 0.126 0.024; 0.202 0.047; 0.147
Bader -0.158; 0.112 -0.258; 0.052 -0.236; 0.081
Mulliken 0.067; 0.073 0.064; 0.080 0.063; 0.070
DDAP -0.086; -0.036 -0.090; 0.004 -0.087; -0.029
EQeq -0.030; 0.083 -0.039; 0.112 0.035; 0.038
the charges. When the same method is employed, the
slight variations of the framework geometry that exist
between the three structures induce significant differ-
ences in atomic charges. For example, in Table I we see
that the charge of atom C3 calculated with the EQeq
method can vary from −0.119 to 0.093 for the DMOF-
1-ini structure, but for the DMOF-1-opti1 there are no
negatively charged C3 atoms. This is a weak point of
the force field-based calculations, which rely upon the
validity of the charges to provide an adequate descrip-
tion of the electrostatic interactions. The influence of
the geometry on the calculated charges is more marked
for the Bader and REPEAT methods, while the Mulliken
method seems to be the one that minimises the spread
of charges for atoms that are symmetrically equivalent.
The DDAP method also shows and acceptable spread of
charges, and if we take into account both the advantages
and drawbacks of the two methods, discussed in the pre-
vious section, we would suggest using these charges for
the calculation of atomic partial charges. If a screening
of a large number of structures will be performed the use
of DDAP charges is unfeasible. In that case, the EQeq
method provides reasonably good charges, at a low com-
putational cost, so that method would be the method of
choice.
IV. INFLUENCE OF THE CHOSEN CHARGES
ON STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES
The effect of the charges on the calculation of adsorp-
tion heats, diffusion constants and separation properties
has already been treated in the literature, as shown in
section 1. Here we discuss how charges affect the struc-
tural behavior of MOFs. To do this, we have selected
IRMOF-1, which is known to show a negative thermal ex-
pansion [117, 118]. The atomic charges reported by Dub-
beldam et al. [118] were scaled by 0.95 and 1.05, and the
thermal behavior was studied by means of molecular dy-
namics. The framework has been modelled by molecular
dynamics simulations in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT)
ensemble (fully flexible cell, using Nos-Hoover thermostat
and Parrinello-Rahman barostat). Intramolecular inter-
actions were taken into account employing the force field
developed by Dubbeldam et al. [118]. The external pres-
sure is set to zero. The simulations have been run for 5
ns, using an integration step of 0.5 fs. Ewald summation
was used to calculate the electrostatic energy in the crys-
talline framework, and a cut-off radius of 12 A˚ was used
8for short-range interactions. We have used the RASPA
code to carry out the simulations [119].
Figure 3. Left: Dependence of the cell volume with the tem-
perature, for IRMOF-1. Right: Dependence of the thermal
expansion coefficient with the temperature, for IRMOF-1.
In Figure 3-Left, we show the dependence with tem-
perature of the cell volume, in IRMOF-1, for three differ-
ent sets of charges. Since the charges are homogeneously
changed in the whole unit cell, and the charges do not
affect the bond strengths, it is somewhat surprising that
the small changes introduced in the charges (5%) pro-
duce a significant modification in the (negative) thermal
expansion of IRMOF-1. For each temperature, it is ob-
served that there is an inverse dependence of the cell
volume with the amount of charge scaling, which is an
evidence of the role of long range (Coulombic) interac-
tions in the overall structure of MOFs. However, the
rate of the structural changes with temperature has a
direct dependence with the charges, as revealed by the
behavior of the thermal expansion coefficient (Figure 3-
Right). This is probably due to a balance between the
elastic and the entropic effects, as long range forces com-
pete with the bonding interactions that are not modified
by the charges.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have reviewed the different methods available to
calculate atomic partial charges in MOFs, and we have
also presented two examples of materials in which the
choice of charges has a big influence on the results ob-
tained. The decision about what method is the best is
not a simple one, and the choice will depend on factors
such as the knowledge and experience of the researcher,
the codes that he or she has access to, the type of systems
that will be studied, etc. Once a method has been chosen,
it is important to check carefully that all charges are
chemically sound. And, if possible, it is desirable to com-
pare the charges obtained with more than one method.
We also suggest charge calculations on structures optim-
ized by different approaches, as small structural differ-
ences might have a large impact on the resulting atomic
charges. We have also shown that not only molecular
adsorption, separation and diffusion are affected by the
choice of the charges, but also the structural properties,
which is particularly relevant for modeling systems with
at least certain degree of flexibility.
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